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Black A1 A-board pavement boards

Short Description

Black A1 snap frame A-boards are made from high-quality materials
Each A1 A-board is sturdy for outdoor use with rounded corners for safety
The snap-action of the frame makes changing posters super easy
The frames include two clear plastic poster covers for keeping your signs clean
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Description

Black A-board with snap action poster holders 

Black A1 pavement boards are double-sided, to display your message on each side. Black A-boards attract
attention on any street or precinct and can also be used indoors. This pavement sign folds away and can be
carried by the average adult for safe storage while premises are closed.
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Features of the A-board pavement sign

This black A-board poster holder is a stylish and contemporary looking A-board pavement sign. Made from high-
quality materials, the frame is rust-free, durable and as easy to use as you would expect from the classic A-frame
design.

A1 is a popular size for high street advertising signs featuring back-to-back display of two posters each 2ft wide
by nearly 3ft high - not too big to obstruct the pavement but large enough to deliver your message with good
visual impact.  These attractive pavement boards stand waist-high.

Our snap poster frames are perfect for your own permanent AND changeable printed signs, posters and
messages - ask your printer for waterproof prints for longer-term display
Using galvanised steel back panels, our a-boards have added weight to resist moderate winds. The A1 A-
board is a total of 8.5 Kg. 
Our black A-boards have rounded corners, clear poster cover sheets, robust hinges and a pair of locking
stays - everything is designed with ease and longevity in mind
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Additional Information

More Information

 
More information about A-boards with black A-frame design 
Our black A-board pavement signs are made from aluminium, a rust free and durable metal which lends itself to recycling at the end
of the product's life.  
The back panel is steel but this too is resistant to rusting because it has a galvanised finish - that's a special zinc plating process to
make steel more durable outdoors.  
The back panel is quite sturdy - useful when revellers decide to kick out at an A-board outside a pub or night club!  It does add to the
weight of the A-board, but that's a good thing as it reduces the risk of the A-board blowing down the street if you forget to bring it in
on especially windy days.  The A1 size is however quite easy to fold up and carry indoors as long as it's not too far.
The poster frames on these pavement signs are supplied with drainage holes at the bottom of the frame but are not guaranteed 100%
waterproof. Generally, this does not present a problem when posters are changed from time to time. However, we recommend that
you print your posters on waterproof printing media and use the poster covers provided to keep your prints looking good. Regular
paper posters might get damp under driving rain conditions and need replacing.
Alternatively, select from our range of waterbase pavement signs as these are fitted with virtually waterproof poster frames.
The clear poster cover sheets are made of plastic - UV-stabilised PVC which lasts pretty well outdoors for a couple of years or more.
 However when it's time to replace you'll find we offer slightly superior grade replacement poster covers made from another plastic
material called PET.
 
Is permission required to display an A-board?
Do you need planning permission for A-boards or are there other restrictions?  There is no universal answer to this but generally
planning permission does not apply as A-board signs are not considered permanent advertising.  However, in some areas, local
authorities have passed byelaws which restrict the use of A-boards in an attempt to reduce street clutter and make pavements safer
for wheelchairs, mums with pushchairs or strollers etc.  
We suggest that you use common sense - if the pavement outside your shop or premises is narrow look for another way to advertise -
perhaps a wall mounted poster case?

Product Dimensions

Black Snap frame A-boards sizes

Size of A-board - METRIC    Height H    Width W    Spread S          Leg L

A2 snap frame A-board      845mm      470mm      595mm      245mm

20x30in snap frame A-board    1010mm      555mm      715mm      260mm

A1 snap frame A-board      990mm      640mm      790mm      160mm

     

 

Approx Sizes - INCHES    Height H    Width W    Spread S          Leg L

A2 snap frame A-board          33in           19in          24in           10in

20x30in snap frame A-board          40in           22in          28in           10in

A1 snap frame A-board          39in           25in          31in            6in

     

 

Delivery and Returns

• We offer a choice of delivery options tailored to the goods selected and your location, calculated for you automatically in the
Checkout. When feasible, you will be offered options for Free, Economy or Next Day delivery.
• Any product returned by the purchaser must be unused and in its original packaging, which should be unmarked. If goods are
received damaged or faulty we will take care of the problem.
• For detailed information about Delivery charges or Returns and refund policies, please click on the links below.

Include in Google Feed Yes

Postable No

Small parcel No

Oversize No
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